PRICING & PACKAGES
DETAILED OVERVIEW

FEATURES

FREE

Use it for
free.

BASIC

ENTERPRISE

PLATINIUM

Be up and
running fast easy to use.

Unlimited
use of status
codes and
you can customize your
own routing
workflow

Automate
and optimize
your entire
internal
workflow.

CAPABILITIES

DESCRIPTION

USERS

4

10

10

100

Number of users included in the package price. Additional users can be added.

SHARING USERS

4

4

10

10

Sharing User is an external person invited to have
access to specified pages in WebProof just by sending a
email invitation.

20 GB

Projects are split into pages; every new proof of a page
also counts as a page. A typical page size based on
low-resolution PDF is 250 KB, which is equal to 20.000
pages/5 GB.

STORAGE

1 GB

5 GB

10 GB

STATUS CODES

3

3

unlimited

unlimited

Status Codes can be, for example, ‘NEW PROOF’
(ready to review), ‘CORRECTION’(= Markup done,
please redraw), and ‘APPROVED’(is approved). In Enterprise and Platinum you can create your own Status
Codes to match your own processes, or use separate
status Codes for each of your clients

USER ROLES

2

2

unlimited

unlimited

A Role is a template used to define which permissions
a user has in Webproof. Multiple users can have the
same Role.

unlimited

unlimited

unlimited

unlimited

A project can be a magazine, book, brochure, catalogue,
website, etc.

PROJECT

CORPORATE
IDENTITY

You can brand WebProof with your own company logo
to be displayed on login page and on email notitications.

SETUP FEE

Setup fee is for Enterprise and Platinum only. For
Enterprise, it covers establishing of the system on our
servers, as well as 1 day on-site training. For Platinum,
you also get an extra day of on-site setup of WorkFlow.
Travel expenses are not included in setup fee.

COMMENTING
TOOLS

FREE

BASIC

ENTERPRISE

PLATINIUM

DESCRIPTION

TEXT
HIGHLIGHTING

Highlight text for replacement,without using Acrobat.
WebProof is the only product on the market offering
real Text Highlighting. Even better, the original text
is automatically copied into a new Sticky Note for
editing. No more retyping the whole thing - or makeing
more mistakes! Text Highlighting functions in all our
supported languages, including Greek, Russian, Arabic,
Chinese,etc.

STICKY NOTES

You are likely already familiar with sticky notes from
Acrobat’s Note Tool. WebProof of course also supports
Sticky Notes,

ROTATE

When rotate pages,
stickers keep position.

MULTI STICKER

With Multi-Stickers you only need to add one comment
when similar changes are to be marked in several
places. Each Sticky Note in WebProof has an ID unique
across all versions of that page.

BOX DRAWING

Need to mark an images, object, or other larger area
on the page? No problem. Using the Box Drawing tool,
it’s fast and easy to draw around the area you mean,
and make comments in a Sticky Note that points to that
area.

TRANSLATE

Automatically translates a text, whether in a PDF or a
comment, to and from 60 languages. A good feature
for either doing brochures, catalogues, etc. in several
languages or for giving a better commu- nicaion, when
commenting between different languages.

DRAWING

As in Photoshop, you can now easily customize a mask
in an area for a precise add-on comment.

PROOFING
MARKS

The old-fashined handwritten proofing marks can
now be made electronically, either by using just the 24
different proofing marks or in combination with the
text highlight function. It is fast and there is no problem
understanding what is intended, in contrast to handwritten proofing marks.

MULTIPLE
POINTER ICONS

POINTERS
OVERVIEW

In some cases, it can be practical to choose another
pointer box icon. You have 9 different icons to choose
between.

Write only one Multi-Sticker, and add multiple pointers
to those places.

TOOLS

FREE

BASIC

ENTERPRISE

PLATINIUM

DESCRIPTION

TEXT SEARCH
IN PDF

Seaching for an old job? WebProof lets you search for
text and numbers inside PDF documents! Results are
displayed page by page, project by project, Click on a
result, and the page will open with the text marked for
you to find easily. This is a great tool for search-and-replace type Updates.

ARCHIVE

Ever need to go back in time and retrieve long-finished
jobs? Maybe you’ve been asked by a Client to rerun an
ad from last year, with just a price change. Offer the
WebProof Archive as a service, so they always have
access to finished jobs.

MOVE, INSERT &
DELETE PAGES

You can in the project move pages around, insert pages
and delete last version or all versions.

SEARCH & SORT

This is your daily To-Do list? Quickly find the pages or
specific text you are looking for.

EMAIL
NOTIFICATIONS

Don’t always log into WebProof, if you want to know
when there’s something for you to do?
Get notified by email! You can choose to get sent an
email the instant a page is ready for you to work on, or
have your noticications bundled and sent perodically
as you choose (e.g.every 2 hours or once a day). This
function is great for subcontractors, and clients too!

SMS
NOTIFICATIONS

Get instant notification on via SMS to your mobile
device.

PRINT WITH
STICKERS

Print with Comments creates a landscape PDF with the
proof on the left side, Sticky Notes on the right side,
and all the pointers in between! Great as a check-list
for the Graphic Designer. Great for review meetings or
client documentation. Ther’s never confusion with page
or version numbers - they’re clearly marked. So are all
Sticky Note details,like user name, Reference ID, and
date/time stamp.

PRINT
READY LOG

WebProof logs all proofing activity, which can then
be printed in a neat listing. Great for justifying your
invoice.

AUTO COMPARE
VERSIONS

WebProof instantly Compare two versions, pixel by
pixel, and see a warning box around anything that’s
different! Detect unintentional changes and ‘hidden’
differences, like moved objects, text falling out of text
boxes, color changes, RIP errors, etc. What a safety
feature!

PROJECT GROUP
OVERVIEW

Working on several projects? Group Overview gives
you an instant overview of how many pages in each
project need attention. No need to open each project.
You get a fast and easy overview of how close each
project is to completion-and where to focus.

TIME ZONE

WebProof has users in more than 100 countries and
of course there has to be adjustment for the time zone
you are in so that you can see everything in real time
for you.

EXPORT LOG

NOTIFICATION
LOG

WebProof logs all proofing activity, which can be
exported for one or more projects. Produces CSV or
XML files.
When an Expressuser has been send and WebProof
got the confirmation from the receiver email system, it
is logged. A good documentation.

MODULES

FREE

BASIC

ENTERPRISE

PLATINIUM

DESCRIPTION

3D PAGE FLIP

Our 3D Flip pages, which is free for you, but which you
can invoice your customers when you give them a link
they can place on their website and in this way publish
on the internet. This is a great alternative to your present Page Flip supplier and it has the same functionality.
Attach movies and can be viewed as well on PC, Mac,
iPhone, iPad and Android.

STATUS FLOW

WebProof uses a Status Flow methodology for managing proofing routing workflow amongst users. By
defining various Page Status to occur as each page progresses from step to step, and assigning function rights
only to certain user(s) depending on the status, you can
design and implement a controlled routing workflow.
You are also able to implement proofing routing workflow logic. You can design WebProof’’s StatusFlow to
match your current workflow.

HIDE PAGES

For the highest possible security, WebProof allows you
to specify which people can see which pages, and not
see other pages. This is important for sensitive documents, like annual reports for public companies on the
Stock Exchange. Typically, figures or designs are made
to be visible only to very few people - and even then
with no print or download ablility.

NOTIFICATION
CUSTOMIZATION

Enables you to set up when and how often users should
receive e-mail or SMS notifications, and whether on
all projects or just some. You can also customize the
design and text inside these notifications.

CUSTOM VIEW
CUSTOMIZATION

Choose between several bulit-in Custom Views or
create your own. Custom Views are displayed when
showing a whole project. Should they be displayed
as Cover+content as spreads, or would you like page
thumbnails viewed as chapters? Editors can flip
through the magazine as a reader’s spread, and supervisors can quickly detect bottlenecks preventing each
imposition layout from being ready for print.

EXPRESS
USER LOG

Gives you a complete log of Express User activity.
When did you set them up, when did they login, when
did they approve, etc.

EXPRESS USER
BANNER

Insert a small banner ad at the bottom of each email
invitation sent to Express Users. You could say, save
20% on your next ad if you book now. The ad can be
hyperlinked to your ad booking site.

PROJECT STATUS

By setting up your own rules examining Page Status of
individual pages, Webproof can determine an overall
project Status for you.

BIG DATA
BENCHMARKING
REPORTS

It is possible to get a benchmark report with all the
statistics available in the WebProof database. With
this, you have all the figures you need as background
for optimizing a proofing process. This Benchmark
Report Generator is customized for each customer. Departments, endusers, sales people, project managers,
graphic users, Express users,etc. all work in different
ways. It can be very difficult to point out what is right
and what is wrong. It might be the proofing process
that needs changing or reduce production time and/
or the number of proofs. There are customers who
already now, has reduced the number of proofs by over
50% on comparable tasks, by use of the Benchmark
Report.

WEBFLOW

FREE

BASIC

ENTERPRISE

PLATINIUM

DESCRIPTION

WEBFLOW

WebFlow lets you trigger and control the movement
and renaming of files from A to B between different
systems, like to/from WebProof and your front-end
MIS system, and to/from WebProof and amongst your
back-end printing systems (for the Split, Preflight, RIP
sequence, etc.) WebFlow is not only for controlling
PDF graphic files, but also for any other type of file
these systems need. That means you can design a
set-up such that projects or jobs automatically route
through your entire order / design / print process.
When one person’s step or an electronic process is
complete, the project moves to the next step immediately. See here below the world of automation which is
now open for you, with WebFlow.

AUTO CREATE
PROJECTS

WebFlow can when new ads/projects appear in your
ad booking system and initiate new ad projects in
WebProof - with the same name and details! No need
for manual creation.

EMAIL
CONNECTOR

E-mail Connector lets WebFlow extract PDFs and other designated types of files from POP3 e-mail accounts
and attach them to pages or ads in WebProof. Regular
Expressions are used to identify which e-mails are of
interest and to extract other important information
from them.

IMAGE
DATABASE

Image Database has the advantage of making images
available to all their WebProof users - including their
Clients and other users external to their organization.
WebFlow manages all your high resolution images locally and transfers a low resolution version to
WebProof. All ITPC metadata is also transferred and
can be searched and sorted as you like in WebProof.
We have seen image database functions used under
various scenarios. One client saves all logos and images
from previous projects for later use. Another client
finds that when starting a new campaign or project,
typically there are many images to choose from initially.
A third client produces print advertising that frequently
re-uses images from
a typical collection such as logos, branded images,
generic images (like flowers), etc. All three find images
quickly, and can let clients and designers find images
quickly - wherever they are.

XML
CONNECTOR

WebFlow and WebProof can receive an XML file from
other software and appropriately elect the action to
take. It could be to attach the information to specific
pages or ads. Such stored XML data values are then
searchable in WebProof. For example, with an agency
name, consultant name, or order number, etc., one
could find projects and pages which received this data.

INDESIGN
CORRECTION

You are now able to do corrections directly in the original InDesign file using the familiar WebProof interface.
See the result right away. Works as well on fancy tables.
Good for fast small changes or languages shift. Save
time and money.

CATALOGUE
BUILDER

Use the WebProof Catalogue Builder together with the
InDesign Server and get auto produced 100 posters
or 64 pages in minutes, only based on a template and a
XML-file input.

PORTAL

A web page where your customers can upload data into
WebProof. It is an easy streamlined way to receive data
into your workflow. A good alternative to using email
or FTP.

WEBFLOW

FREE

BASIC

ENTERPRISE

PLATINIUM

DESCRIPTION

CLUSTERING
FAILOVER

Enables active-standby clustering of the WebFlow
server on your premesis. WebFlow writes all data and
configuration information to a standby server, so the
second server can take over if your server fails.

MIRROR/
SYNCRONIZE

Mirror / Synchronize maintains a realtime backup
mirror of your WebFlow data structure to another
location.

MEDIENET
CONNECTOR

Import PDF and DSC files from the Ritzaus Medienet
media server and upload to WebProof, includ- ing meta
data contained in the DSC file.

MPRESS
CONNECTOR

Connects to MPress ad production software.

ADBASE
CONNECTOR

Connects to Atex AdBase (formerly Mactive) ad production software.

FILEMAKER
CONNECTOR

Connect to FileMaker and transfer order-related data
to WebProof.

Multiple instances of WebFlow can connect to the
same instance of WebProof, which can be useful when
outsourcing graphics work or when you have multiple,
geographically spread branch offices. Because WebFlow supports network folders and FTP, you can even
let WebFlow control and manage production across
multiple offices, over WAN or the Internet - it’s up to
you.

EXTRA
WEBFLOWS

PRICING

FREE

DKK

1,500

DKK

6,500

Free forever, no
credit card needed

UPGRADE
PLANS

8,000

S U P P O RT@ W E B P RO O F.C O M
W W W.W E B P RO O F.C O M

Get quotation
for WebFlow
Modules.

BASIC

ENTERPRISE

PLATINIUM

DESCRIPTION

EXTRA
USERS

+ 10

+ 100

+ 100

Number of users can be expanded in groups of 10 users
for Basic and 100 users for Enterprise and Platinum.

EXTRA
SHARING USERS

+ 10

+ 100

+ 100

Number of Express Users can be expanded in groups
of 10 express users for Basic and 100 express users for
Enterprise and Platinum.

+ 1 GB

+ 5 GB

+ 10 GB

Available Disk space can be expanded in lots of 1GB for
Basic, 5GB for Enterprise and 10GB for Platinum.

EXTRA DISK
SPACE

FREE

DKK

